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New Waste Packaging
Process in Use at WVDP
All radioactive waste is not alike. It doesn’t come in equal
sized packages, either.

Disposing of low-level radioactive waste from the West
Valley Demonstration Project presents several packaging
challenges, one of which is making the waste fit into uniform
packages. The need to size-reduce large items not only
increases the time and cost associated with packaging
waste, it also increases worker exposure to radiation. But the
application of InstaCote™ – a non-hazardous material that is
unaffected by exposure to radiation and seals the waste as a
Department of Transportation (DOT) approved “accepted
package” – is enabling WVNSCO to streamline its waste
packaging methods.  The benefits to the WVDP are many.

Three radioactively-contaminated trucks that were stored at
the site were oversized and would have had to be cut into
pieces to fit into containers. By securing them first to a
platform, encasing them in shrink wrap plastic, and covering
with a thick layer of the polymeric InstaCote™, the covered
trucks become watertight, DOT–approved shipping contain-
ers. No size-reduction was required. Also avoided is the cost
of purchasing a shipping container, which in the past would
have been a steel box.

In addition to the trucks, steel rolloff (21.5 ft. long, 8 ft.
wide, by 7 ft. tall) containers that formerly held excavated
radioactive soil are also being used as DOT–approved ship-
ping containers with the use of InstaCote™. The presence of
contamination on the inside of the rolloffs eliminates the
possibility of commercial reuse. The containers had become
waste themselves, with the only other method available for
disposal being to cut them up and package the pieces into
waste boxes. Since the outside of the boxes are not con-
taminated, stored oversized legacy waste can be placed
inside them. The rolloff containers can then be covered with
shrink wrap, and sprayed with InstaCote™. All around the
project benefits – worker exposure is reduced, additional
waste is readied for shipment, and time and costs are
reduced.

Two campaigns of InstaCote™ application have taken place
at the WVDP this fall. To date, 11 rolloff packages contain-
ing 13,365 cubic feet of waste and 3 contaminated vehicle
packages containing 5,111 cubic feet of waste have been
prepared for shipment. Disposal of these packages at the
Nevada Test Site is expected to take place next month.

The InstaCote™ Process involves constructing a frame
over the waste (top photo), applying shrink wrap and
spray coating (center) and sealing the waste into a
“strong, tight” container (bottom).




